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Phase transitions and chemical transformations of nitromethane
up to 350 °C and 35 GPa

Stéphane Courtecuisse
C.E.A. - C.E.V.M., 77181 Courtry Cedex, France

François Cansell, Denise Fabre, and Jean-Pierre Petitet
Laboratoire d’Ingénierie des Mate´riaux et des Hautes Pressions, C.N.R.S. Institut Galile´e, Universite´ Paris-
Nord, Avenue Jean-Baptiste Cle´ment, 93430 Villetaneuse, France

~Received 27 July 1994; accepted 26 September 1994!

Nitromethane has been studied as a model of the energetic nitro compounds. The phase diagram has
been determined by Raman scattering in the pressure and temperature ranges of 0–35 GPa and
20–350 °C, respectively. Three new solid phases of nitromethane called III, IV, V, and their domain
of stability have been located. A first chemical transformation is observed by the disappearance of
nitromethane Raman modes and by the irreversible formation of a transparent solid called
compound I~CI!. A second chemical transformation@compound I–compound II~CII!#, at higher
temperature than the first one, is observed by the sudden darkening of the sample. ©1995
American Institute of Physics.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Nitromethane is the simplest energetic nitro compou
and a usual monopropellant. As such, it has often been c
sen as a model for studies of the effect of high pressures
high temperatures on the decomposition reaction. An und
standing of the initiation of the deflagration processes co
be helped by the knowledge of the microscopic structure,
macroscopic arrangement, and their pressure depende
That is the reason why a study of the phase diagram app
to be a preliminary stage to deal with a study of the viole
decomposition phenomena.

Many studies on the pressure and/or temperature beh
ior of nitromethane have been undertaken.1–9 The crystal
structure of solid nitromethane has been solved at 4.2 K
atmospheric pressure by Trevinoet al.1 from single crystal
x-ray diffraction and neutron powder diffraction data. Th
structure is orthorhombic with four molecules per cell
space groupP212121. The liquid–solid transition has bee
located at 0.4 GPa and ambient temperature and eviden
up to 160 °C.2 At room temperature the solid I structure i
the same up to 3.5 GPa~Ref. 3! characterized by the free
rotation of the methyl group. Between 3.5 and 6 GPa t
solid II structure is still the same but the methyl group a
pears to be fixed and rotated about 45° from its position
the low temperature atmospheric pressure form.

The chemical reaction of nitromethane takes place v
slowly at temperature between 100 and 130 °C, and m
rapidly at 150 °C for pressures from 2 to 5 GPa.4 Recently,
Agnew et al. reported aP-T diagram up to 20 GPa and
280 °C.5 Their diagram confirmed fast, slow, and no reactio
ranges of the nitromethane transformation. In order to fi
tune the phase diagram of nitromethane, we report a st
performed by Raman spectroscopy up to 35 GPa and 350
From our experimental results three new phase transiti
are reported in theP-T diagram. Moreover, two decomposi
tion lines have been determined and two domains of che
cal transformed compounds~CI and CII! have been deter-
mined. CI is obtained from nitromethane with a lo
968 J. Chem. Phys. 102 (2), 8 January 1995 0021-960
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transformation rate~several hours!. The second compound
~CII! at high temperature is obtained with a higher transfor
mation rate than CI~some minutes!.

II. EXPERIMENTAL METHOD

The experiments have been performed in a high pressu
membrane type diamond anvil cell10 made of refractory al-
loy. The pressure was monitored by a pneumatic ram con
nected to a pressure generator through a high pressure fle
ible capillary. The stainless-steel gasket had an aperture
0.15 mm in diameter and 0.15 mm in depth. This depth wa
chosen in order to get a sufficient signal.

FIG. 1. Phase diagram of nitromethane. The melting curve is from Ref. 2
6/95/102(2)/968/7/$6.00 © 1995 American Institute of Physics
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The heater was a coil, which was held up around the c
by a stainless-steel protection jacket. Thanks to the high th
mal conductivity of diamond, the temperature homogenei
in the sample may be assumed and a thermocouple meas
the temperature on the metallic gasket in contact with t
diamond.

The pressure was determined by the pressure shift of
5D0–

7F0 singlet ~685.4 nm at 0.1 MPa! of SrB4O7:Sm
21

chips set inside the high pressure chamber.11 The Sm21 pres-
sure sensor presents the following two advantages in co
parison with the ruby:~i! SrB4O7:Sm

21 has a well-isolated
single fluorescence peak, whereas theR1 line of the ruby
belongs to a doublet and the accuracy of the measuremen
reduced at high temperature by the broadening and over
of the two lines of the doublet;~ii ! the temperature effects on
the position and linewidth of the Sm21 fluorescence peak are
small ~20.0001 nm/°C!. However, the pressure shift is
smaller than that of the ruby~10.25 nm/GPa and10.36
nm/GPa!: the accuracy of the pressure measurement
greater with the ruby at ambient temperature. As our expe
mental method needs a small temperature coefficient,
prefer to use the Sm21 pressure sensor for experiments wit
temperature.

Raman experiments were carried out in backscatteri
configuration with an argon ion laser at the 514.5 nm wav
length. The laser power was about 50 mW in order to avo
any thermal or photochemical effect and was focused on t
sample with an objective of 15 mm working distance. Th
frequencies were measured with a multichannel spectrome
DILOR XY. Plasma lines were used for the frequency cal
bration. According to the observed mode the resolution w
from 4 to 10 cm21. The laser light was vertically polarized
and the scattering light was not analyzed.

FIG. 2. Raman spectrum of liquid nitromethane at ambient pressure a
temperature.

TABLE I. Studied Raman vibrational modes~cm21! of nitromethane.

Mode CH3NO2

A1 ns~CH3! 2955
ns~NO2! 1402
n~CN! 917

B1 na~NO2! 1561
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 102
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Measurements have been performed at constant tempera
ture and variable pressure. Since the first chemical transfor
mation rate is low and the solid–solid phase transitions are
sluggish, the sample was maintained during several hours fo
each step of the experimental parameters, before anothe
measurement was made. Nitromethane samples were from

nd

FIG. 3. Raman spectra of the nitromethaneA1 n~CN! mode in different
phases at ambient temperature.

FIG. 4. Raman spectra of the nitromethaneA1 ns~CH3! mode in different
phases at ambient temperature.
, No. 2, 8 January 1995
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commercial purchase~ALDRICH 991%! and were used
without further purification.

III. RESULTS

The P-T diagram of nitromethane has been determin
~Fig. 1! by the study of the shift of different Raman mode
The Raman spectrum of liquid nitromethane between
and 3500 cm21 is reported in Fig. 2. The assignment of fu
damental vibrational bands in the liquid state is given
Table I from Miller et al.12 The Raman spectra of the diffe
ent phases of nitromethane are reported in Figs. 3, 4, a

FIG. 5. Raman spectra of the nitromethaneB1 na~NO2! mode in different
phases at ambient temperature.

FIG. 6. Effect of pressure on theA1 n~CN! mode of nitromethane at ambien
temperature.
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 102
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for the A1 n~CN!, A1 ns~CH3!, andB1 na~NO2! modes, re-
spectively.

A. Solid transitions of nitromethane
1. Solid I –solid II transition

A transition is located at 360.2 GPa at ambient tempera-
ture. It is detected by a break in the slope of the pressur
dependence of theA1 n~CN! ~Fig. 6! andA1 ns~CH3! ~Fig. 7!
vibrational frequencies and by a discontinuity in the slope o
theB1 na~NO2! mode curve~Fig. 8!. The discontinuity of the
linewidth ~GNO! of the B1 na~NO2! mode vs pressure~Fig.
10! confirms unambiguously the transition. The solid I–solid
II transition line does not run parallel to the temperature axis
~Table II and Fig. 1!. At 80°C the transition is located at
260.5 GPa.

2. Solid II –solid III transition
The solid II–solid III transition is located at 7.560.5

GPa at ambient temperature. It is detected by the appearan
of three new bands~Figs. 3, 6, 7, and 9! and by a disconti-
nuity in theB1 na~NO2! mode frequency variations vs pres-
sure~Fig. 8!. The discontinuity ofGNO and the break in the
linewidth ~GCH! of the A1 ns~CH3! mode vs pressure

t

FIG. 7. Effect of pressure on theA1 ns~CH3! mode of nitromethane at
ambient temperature.

FIG. 8. Effect of pressure on theB1 na~NO2! mode of nitromethane at
ambient temperature.
, No. 2, 8 January 1995
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confirm the transition~Figs. 10 and 11!. The nitromethane
solid II–solid III transition line runs parallel to the tempera
ture axis up to the decomposition line at 130 °C~Table III
and Fig. 1!.

3. Solid III –solid IV transition

The solid III–solid IV transition is located at 13.261
GPa at ambient temperature. The observed discontinuitie
the A1 n~CN! ~Fig. 6!, A1 ns~CH3! ~Fig. 7!, B1 na~NO2!
~Fig. 8! modes and the break in the slope of theA1 ns~NO2!
mode shift vs pressure~Fig. 9! confirm the existence of this
transition. It is attended with an inversion of the intensity
the A1 n~CN! vibrational mode~Fig. 3!. The new observed
band~Fig. 4! arises only from a different pressure coefficie
of the components, which are present since 7.5 GPa but
resolved on account of experimental conditions~see Fig. 7!.
The break in the behavior ofGNO ~Fig. 10! and the disconti-
nuity in theGCH behavior vs pressure~Fig. 11! confirm this
transition. The slope of the nitromethane III–IV transitio
line appears to be positive and reaches the chemical trans
mation line at 1761 GPa and 175610 °C ~Table IV and
Fig. 1!.

4. Solid IV –solid V transition

A transition is detected at 2561 GPa at ambient tem-
perature by the discontinuities in the evolution of theA1
n~CN! ~Fig. 6! and theA1 ns~NO2! ~Fig. 9! modes vs pres-
sure.

FIG. 9. Effect of pressure on theA1 ns~NO2! mode of nitromethane at
ambient temperature.

TABLE II. Coordinates of experimental points on the solid I–solid II tran
sition line.

P ~GPa! 3 2.8 2

T ~°C! 20 50 80
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 102
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The nitromethane IV–V transition has not been studie
at higher temperature because of the vicinity of the n
tromethane transformation at 50 °C for 25 GPa.

B. Chemical transformations of nitromethane

Up to 34 GPa at ambient temperature no decompositio
has been observed and the recovered product at ambi
pressure shows no modification of the reference spectrum
atmospheric pressure. At 100 °C and 2 GPa nitromethane
transformed after about 10 h. The transformation temperatu
of nitromethane increases vs pressure up to 175 °C and
GPa~Table V and Fig. 1!. From solid IV the transformation
temperature of nitromethane decreases when pressure
creases~Table V and Fig. 1!. At room temperature from solid
V the chemical transformation occurs at 34 GPa. This tran
formed product, called CI, is transparent. It does not give an

FIG. 10. Evolution of the linewidth~GNO! of the nitromethaneB1 na~NO2!
mode at ambient temperature. The spectral resolution is 7 cm21.

FIG. 11. Evolution of the linewidth~GCH! of the nitromethaneA1 ns~CH3!
mode at ambient temperature. The spectral resolution is 10 cm21.

-
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Raman signal and the transformation is irreversible. T
solid CI compound recovered after releasing the pressure
the temperature persists at ambient conditions.

For a given pressure by temperature raising CI is tra
formed into a new compound CII~Table VI and Fig. 1!. This
chemical transformation is characterized by the total abso
tion of the laser light. The reaction rate is relatively hig
~only several minutes!. The recovered product at ambien
pressure does not give any Raman signal. This prod
shows an orange color by white light transmission and b
comes immediately dark when it is lit by the laser beam. T
temperature of the CI–CII transformation increases vs pr
sure up to 340 °C and 13 GPa~Fig. 1!. For higher pressures
the temperature transformation remains constant at 340 °

IV. DISCUSSION

We will discuss successively the solid–solid transitio
and the high pressure and high temperature chemical tra
formations of nitromethane. The solid I–solid II transitio
located at 360.2 GPa at ambient temperature is reported
Cromer et al.2 at 3.5 GPa. The difference in the pressu
localization of this transition is due to the fact that Crom
et al.worked with too large pressure increments to precis
locate this transition. Indeed they did not make any expe
ment between 2 and 3.5 GPa. In this work the pressure
crements permit to locate with more accuracy the so
I–solid II transition at 360.2 GPa. The nitromethane crysta
structure between 0.4 and 6 GPa is orthorhombic with fo
molecules per cell.1,2According to Cromer, the transition at 3
GPa corresponds to a blocking of the methyl group rotatio2

The study of different Raman modes of nitromethane co
firmed the fact that the transition solid I–solid II is no
strong. Indeed weak changes were observed on the princ
vibrational modes~Figs. 6–8!. On the other hand, the evo
lution of GCH did not permit to locate this transition. Th
evolution ofGNO presents a strong discontinuity~15 cm21!
while GCH remains constant~Figs. 10 and 11!; this can be
interpreted by the fact that the Raman mode~at 1583 cm21

and 20 °C! is the resultant of two components: the first on
~1! is theB1 na~NO2! mode and the second one~2! could be
a combination band intensified by Fermi resonance with~1!
~Fig. 12!. The discontinuity in the evolution of theB1
na~NO2! mode vs pressure could be only apparent, in re

TABLE III. Coordinates of experimental points on the solid II–solid II
transition line.

P ~GPa! 7.5 7.5 7.5

T ~°C! 20 50 80

TABLE IV. Coordinates of experimental points on the solid III–solidIV
transition line.

P ~GPa! 13.2 14 15 17

T ~°C! 20 50 80 175
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 102
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tion to the Fermi resonance~Fig. 12!. Indeed the repulsion
between the two energy levels in resonance would lead to
lowering of thena~NO2! frequency.

At 50 °C and 80 °C the same transition is observed, bu
it would be located at 2.860.2 and 260.5 GPa, respectively.
This behavior indicates that the transition is activated by a
increasing of temperature~Table II!.

The solid II–solid III transition is detected by an impor-
tant modification at 7.560.5 GPa in the whole of the studied
Raman modes~Figs. 5–11!. This transition has not been
mentioned by Cromer2 who worked up to 11.7 GPa. The
same explanation as previously given for the solid I–solid II
transition can be proposed. Indeed between 8 and 10 GPa
experiment has been performed, but at 10 GPa a splitting o
theA1 n~CN! mode was observed as in this work. Moreover,
we think that the pressure increments must be small~0.5
GPa! and the time-limit between two pressure increments
must be higher than 2 h because the solid–solid phase tran-
sitions are sluggish.

The splitting of the principal Raman modes@A1 n~CN!,
A1 ns~NO2!, A1 ns~CH3!# and the modification of all the
Raman modes indicate that the transition is probably a firs
order structural transition with an increase of the molecule
number per cell. Moreover, the high value of theA1 ns~NO2!
mode splitting~20 cm21! indicates an important intermolecu-
lar coupling in the solid III. As in the case of the transition
I–II, the discontinuity in thena~NO2! mode pressure evolu-
tion would be enhanced by the Fermi resonance between th
na~NO2! mode and a combination band in phase II. At the
end of phase II, where the resonance is stronger, the resultin
repulsion between the two vibrational levels leads to a highe
frequency than the unperturbed frequency for thena~NO2!
mode and therefore to an apparent very strong discontinuit
As a matter of fact, even if after a qualitative evaluation of
the unperturbed frequency the discontinuity may be reduce
from some ten wave numbers, it remains rather strong an
indicates a lowering of the energy value of the N–O bond
corresponding to a weakening of this bond.

Concerning the linewidth~G! behavior of the B1
na~NO2! mode ~Fig. 10! vs pressure, the solid II–solid III
transition would induce an uncoupling and only theB1
na~NO2! mode would be detected; the other mode would
have a weak intensity in agreement with a combination band

TABLE V. Coordinates of experimental points on the solid
nitromethane–CI transformation line.

P ~GPa! 2 4.2 5.5 10 13.5 17 18.2 23.5 34

T ~°C! 100 110 120 145 160 175 160 80 20

TABLE VI. Coordinates of experimental points on the CI–CII transforma-
tion line.

P ~GPa! 1.6 2 5.5 10 13.5 18.2 23.5

T ~°C! 160 140 170 280 340 340 340
, No. 2, 8 January 1995
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Therefore,GNO decreases to 15 cm21 at the transition solid
II–solid III.

This transition is observed at 50 °C and 80 °C~Figs. 13
and 14! at the same pressure as at ambient temperature,
7.560.5 GPa~Fig. 2!. The solid II–solid III line runs parallel
to the temperature axis up to the decomposition line~Table
III !.

The solid III–solid IV transition at 13.261 GPa is
strongly seen in all the studied vibrational modes vs pr
sure. This transition is shifted with a temperature chan

FIG. 12. Schema of the evolution of the nitromethaneB1 na~NO2! mode vs
pressure at ambient temperature.

FIG. 13. Effect of pressure on theA1 n~CN! mode of nitromethane at 80 °C
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 102
i.e.,

es-
ge

~Table IV!. For example, at 80 °C, the solid III–solid IV
transition is located at 1561 GPa.

The solid IV–solid V transition at 2561 GPa was de-
tected at ambient temperature. The pressure shift of this tra
sition vs temperature has not been studied because
tromethane is transformed as soon as 55 °C are reached
study at low temperature should be made to determine th
transition line evolution.

The nitromethane–CI transformation is an irreversible
and slow reaction. Since CI is an amorphous compound i
Raman spectrum is not distinguishable from the ground. Th
chemical transformation curve has to be compared with th
of any organic compound, such as benzene.13 It is important
to notice that the slopes of the transformation curve are di
ferent ~positive and negative respectively! in nitromethane
and benzene.

The CI–CII transformation is an irreversible and more
rapid reaction than the nitromethane–CI transformation. Th
reaction is complete when the transformed product is totall
dark. The color of CII, observed by optical microscope, wa
orange by white light transmission. CII did not give any
Raman signal and was not analyzed because of the too sm
recovered quantity.

V. CONCLUSION

The pressure and temperature dependence of the mo
intense vibrational Raman modes of solid nitromethane ha
been studied for the purpose of establishing its phase di
gram. The nitromethane compression up to 35 GPa at amb
ent temperature allowed us to show up four solid—solid
transitions, three of which are new—at 7.5, 13.2, and 2
GPa. The second one~at 7.5 GPa! is probably a first order
structural transition with an increase of the molecule numbe
per cell. The solid nitromethane temperature study allowe
us to show up two transformation zones—nitromethane/C
and CI/CII—and the different solid phase stability domains.

FIG. 14. Effect of pressure on theA1 ns~NO2! mode of nitromethane at
80 °C.
, No. 2, 8 January 1995
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